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Arc Fine Arts Consulting was established as a natural extension of the mission of 
Arc Gallery and Studios.  Arc is dedicated to showcasing and  promoting  emerging 
and established artists in the San Francisco Bay Area.   Since  establishing Arc in 2010, 
the Gallery and Project Gallery have provided  exhibition opportunities for over 1000 
mostly local artists.   Our artist  studios are the working home for 15 outstanding local  
artists.  Our goal has been to foster community; providing an arc between our vibrant 
Bay Area art scene and its art enthusiasts, collectors and businesses.

Our consultants are uniquely qualified to build bridges between these communities.  
Collectively, the partners share over fifty years of experience in art galleries, art 
consulting, art non-profit volunteering & management, and art-related academic 
training.  Our extensive experience and personal involvement with local art 
organizations, in particular, has allowed us to build an unrivaled network of relation-
ships with artists here in the San Francisco Bay Area.

We are blessed with some of the most prestigious art schools in the country.  On a 
per capita basis San Francisco boasts a higher percentage of working artists than 
any other city in the country.  The opportunity for local collectors and businesses 
to build collections which tap into and support these communities is unparalleled.  
Arc Fine Arts is singularly dedicated to fostering those connections.

We are grateful to have the opportunity to work with The Infinity in curating their 
lobbies in San Francisco.  And, we appreciate their strong commitment to working 
with local artists.

Michael Yochum, Curator
Arc Fine Arts Consulting
415-298-7969

for purchases or consulting services, please email arcgallerysf@gmail.com

Curator’s Statement



installation & photography by RL Figures Art Services

rlfigures.com





Silvia Poloto

Silvia Poloto, a talented and prolific Brazilian-born mixed-media 
artist, self-taught and inner directed, is not a product of America’s 
art higher-education system, she is an artist committed, almost 
defiantly, to self-expression and emotion.

Poloto, who immigrated to California in the early nineties as a 
young electrical engineer and discovered her knack for visual 
communication almost by chance, possesses not only a fearless 
openness to stimuli and ideas, but also the visual imagination and 
instincts to refine the daily chaos into an ordered esthetic beauty.

Pursuing her art education independently, she picked up 
metalworking, painting and photographic skills as she needed them 
—“Nothing could stop me,” she says. She remembers somewhat 
wryly, however, that after welding metal sculptures out of creative 
compulsion, she discovered a book on Abstract Expressionist
sculptor David Smith, and in it, her unknown artistic ancestors.

That slight reinvention of the wheel aside, however, Poloto’s career has been extreme-
ly successful. Her work has been exhibited in locally, nationally and international-
ly.  She has work in  over eighty corporate collections and hundreds of private collec-
tions. She has won many prizes and awards and has been featured in many publications.

website: poloto.com
email:  silvia@poloto.com



Flor 3
mixed media on panel

40" x 12”   
$1600

Office Silvia Poloto



Late Bloomers 1
 mixed media on canvas mounted on wood

60" x 40”   
$8000

Lobby A Silvia Poloto



Lobby A Silvia Poloto

Late Bloomers 2
 mixed media on wood

59" x 38”   
$8000



Lobby A Silvia Poloto

Flor 2
 mixed media on panel

42" x 13”   
$1600



Lobby A Silvia Poloto

Lisa
pigment print on aluminum

20” x 20”
$1200



Lobby A

Trudy
pigment print on aluminum

20” x 20”
$1200

Silvia Poloto



Lobby A Silvia Poloto

Jane
pigment print on aluminum

20” x 20”
$1200



Bloomer 5 & 6
 mixed media on canvas mounted on wood

60" x 90” diptych 
$15000

Lobby B Silvia Poloto



Lobby B

Buttercup
 mixed media on panel

47" x 16”
$2800

Silvia Poloto



Lobby B

Haiku 6
mixed media on panel

38” x 26”   
$3200

Silvia Poloto



Lobby B

Private Puzzles - Family Tree
mixed media on panel

51” x 30”   
$4500

Silvia Poloto



Late Bloomers 3
 mixed media on canvas mounted on wood

59" x 38”   
$8000

Lobby B Silvia Poloto



Lobby B Silvia Poloto

Late Bloomers 4
 mixed media on wood

59" x 38”   
$8000



Gail Ragains

I approach each creative process as an open 
ended improvisation, an evolving journey 
without preconceived plans for a predictable 
outcome.  Beginning with the structure of the 
figure or landscape I intuitively react to the 
materials at hand, stripping away the non-
essentials to give a loose interpretation of form, 
movement, and human expression. I look for 
the abstract shapes. I take risks with the use 
of compelling colors, bold and gestural 
brushstrokes, and breaking rules along the way.

My career as a massage therapist, a background 
 in dance and athletics, and the ongoing 

drawing sessions with live models has given me the intuitive feel for the human form.  The figure 
has always been dominant in my years of making art, inspired by the physical gestures and 
emotions of people.  

I mainly work in acrylics and mixed media, but I always like to mix it up with new materials and 
techniques to keep it fresh. If I were to enforce a rule, it would be to engage the element of risk 
and create outside my comfort zone whenever I enter my studio. 

Having lived in California my entire life, I am influenced by the California colors, the golden 
hills and clear blue skies, the swimsuits and swimming pools.

website:  www.gailragains.com
email:  gailragains@comcast.net



Office

Women Sitting
acrylic on canvas

46" x 46”   
$4200

Gail Ragains



Pillar 01 & 02
acrylic & mixed media on wood panel

48” x 12” each
$1200 each

Lobby C Gail Ragains



Abstract Landscape
acrylic on canvas

36” x 60”   
$4200

Lobby C Gail Ragains



Lobby C

Abstract 2
acrylic on wood panel

24” x 24”   
$1200

Gail Ragains



Abstract 3
acrylic on wood panel

24” x 24”   
$1200

Lobby C Gail Ragains



Land
acrylic on wood panel

48” x 24”   
$3600

Lobby C Gail Ragains





Lobby D Gail Ragains

Pillar 05 & 0
acrylic & mixed media on wood panel

48” x 12” each
$1200 each



Conversation
acrylic on canvas

36” x 48”   
$3800

Lobby D Gail Ragains



Lobby D

Windy Hills
acrylic on wood panel

36” x 36”   
$3650

Gail Ragains



Abstract Landscape
acrylic on wood panel

12” x 48”   
$1200

Lobby D Gail Ragains



Lobby D

Swimming Pool - Blue Water 1
acrylic & mixed media on wood panel

24” x 24”   
$1200

Gail Ragains



Swimming Pool - Blue Water 2
acrylic & mixed media on wood panel

24” x 24”   
$1200

Lobby D Gail Ragains



“Zoot Suit Woman” - Ester Hernandez
and other “pillars” - private collection

4th Annual “48 Pillars” 
exhibition at Arc Gallery

11th Annual “FourSquared” 
exhibition at Arc Gallery

installation design with art and books 
private collection

Ken Sloan
San Francisco law firm lobby

“Bay Bridge” - Counterpoint Studios
San Francisco accountaning offices



Arc Studios & Gallery
https://www.arc-sf.com/   

Arc Fine Arts Consulting    
https://www.arcfinearts-sf.com/

email:
arcgallerysf@gmail.com

phone:
415-298-7969


